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Willful blindness is not knowledge; and judges 
should not broaden a legislative proscription by 
analogy.

—Justice Anthony Kennedy,  
May 31, 20111

A recent decision of the Supreme Court of the 
United States in a patent lawsuit may, somewhat 
surprisingly, have a major and destructive impact 
on federal criminal law. In Global-Tech Appliances v. 
SEB, the high court held that the “willful blindness” 
doctrine, which relieves a plaintiff of proving that 
the defendant actually knew that its actions were 
infringing, applies to certain patent infringement 
claims. The Court also implied that the doctrine 
properly applies in federal criminal cases, which 
would undermine traditional criminal-intent, or 
mens rea, protections against unjust criminal pun-
ishment. The result may be that more innocent 
Americans will face criminal conviction.

Global-Tech Appliances v. SEB. The case before 
the Supreme Court focused on SEB’s claim that 
Global-Tech and one of its subsidiaries induced 
U.S. distributors of the subsidiary’s knockoff kitch-
en product to infringe SEB’s patent. The Court held 
that the patent law requires a defendant to “know” 
that the third party’s conduct constitutes patent 
infringement but that a plaintiff need not prove 
that the defendant had any actual knowledge of the 
infringement. Therefore, it was sufficient that the 
subsidiary “willfully blinded itself to the infring-
ing nature of the sales it encouraged [a distributor]  
to make.”2

Civil liability often turns on whether a defen-
dant acted recklessly or negligently, such as by 
disregarding information that he or she “should 
have known.” The Court’s discussion of the will-
ful blindness doctrine drew from academic publi-
cations, historical materials, lower-court opinions, 
and an 1899 opinion of its own in a case upholding 
a check-fraud prosecution. However, its conclu-
sion seems to extend the application of the doctrine 
far beyond any of those sources or the case before 
it. The Court recognized that, while it had never 
placed its imprimatur on general application of the 
doctrine, to varying degrees nearly all of the federal 
courts of appeal had done so.3 Therefore, the Court 
reasoned, given “its wide acceptance in the Federal 
Judiciary,” there was “no reason” that the doctrine 
should not apply broadly, including in civil lawsuits 
for patent infringement.4

A Shortcut to Conviction. The Court’s rationale 
suggests that the impact of its decision will be felt 
most strongly not in patent suits but in criminal 
prosecutions—a result fraught with troubling con-
sequences. In a patent suit, the plaintiff is seeking 
monetary damages and an injunction curtailing the 
infringing party’s conduct. A criminal prosecution, 
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by contrast, is a far more serious legal contest. The 
dangers to criminal defendants of not requiring 
proof of actual knowledge include a felony convic-
tion, loss of personal liberty (i.e., prison), and the 
great moral and societal stigma that goes with being 
labeled a criminal.

While everyone knows that murder, battery, theft, 
and embezzlement are crimes, the same cannot be 
said of most of the thousands of criminal offenses 
now on the books. Thus, as Georgetown Univer-
sity law professor Julie O’Sullivan has noted, what a 
person accused of a crime did and did not know “is 
often both central to the case and hotly contested.”5

Government prosecutors “frequently seek to 
ease their burden of proving knowledge,”6 often 
by arguing for a conviction on the basis of what 
they think the accused person should have known 
given the facts and circumstances of which he 
was aware.7 Prosecutors ask courts (and juries) 
to impose on the accused a duty to research or 
inquire—a duty that is not imposed by the statu-
tory language of the criminal offense the accused 
is charged with violating. When courts buy this 
argument, honest, hard-working Americans who 
had no idea they were violating one of tens of 
thousands of federal criminal prohibitions can 
end up serving years in prison.

The willful blindness shortcut is common in the 
lower federal courts, but in his dissent to the major-
ity’s decision, Justice Anthony Kennedy emphasized 

that this is the first time the Supreme Court has 
approved of using the willful blindness doctrine 
to satisfy a statute that requires proof of the defen-
dant’s knowledge. As one federal court of appeals 
has pointed out, courts “often are wary of giving 
a willful blindness instruction” because they recog-
nize the danger of its “allowing the jury to convict 
based on an ex post facto ‘he should have been more 
careful’ theory or to convict on mere negligence.”8

Unfortunately, however, use of the instruction 
is widespread9 and was increasing even before the 
Global-Tech decision. Indeed, some federal circuits 
have concluded that “conscious avoidance,” a relat-
ed doctrine, may be used to satisfy even the bur-
den of proving specific intent, such as the intent to 
engage in a conspiracy.10

Courts have extended willful blindness and its 
related doctrines to impose criminal punishment 
when juries were instructed to decide whether the 
accused acted with “reckless disregard,” often “reck-
less disregard for the truth.”11 The civil-law stan-
dards of recklessness and negligence are adequate 
bases for imposing civil penalties such as injunc-
tions and monetary damages. Civil liability is justi-
fied when a defendant made a mistake or caused 
an accident because of his failure to exercise the 
care that would have been exercised by an (ideal-
ized) reasonable person in the same circumstances, 
but these are insufficient justifications for criminal 
punishment.
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While the majority in Global-Tech attempted to 

formulate the doctrine narrowly and in a manner 
that requires more than mere recklessness and neg-
ligence, the lower federal courts’ widespread mis-
use of the doctrine demonstrates its inherent flaws. 
Thus, the majority’s decision in Global-Tech could 
have highly negative ramifications for Americans 
accused of any federal crime that—at least until this 
week’s decision—required the government to prove 
actual knowledge. The majority, Justice Kennedy 
wrote, “appears to endorse the willful blindness 
doctrine here for all federal criminal cases involving 
[a defendant’s] knowledge.”12

The Heart of the Matter. In his Global-Tech dis-
sent, Justice Kennedy explained that the Supreme 
Court “has never before held that willful blindness 
can substitute for a statutory requirement of knowl-
edge.”13 He also objected that willful blindness sim-
ply is not the same as knowledge, as well as to the 
idea of extending the scope of criminal responsi-
bility by an analogy based on (supposedly) equal 
culpability.14

Justice Kennedy’s passion on this issue is hearten-
ing because, as a judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the Ninth Circuit, he had already authored an 
important dissent disapproving of the use of the 
willful blindness doctrine in criminal cases. Unfor-
tunately, an en banc panel of the Ninth Circuit adopt-
ed the doctrine in United States v. Jewell.15 Referring 
to the English-law doctrine of willful blindness, but 
correctly anticipating the widespread and improper 
use of the doctrine in the federal courts, then-Judge 
Kennedy and the three appeals court judges who 
joined his dissent noted that some courts had come 
to consider willful blindness “a state of mind dis-

tinct from, but equally culpable as, ‘actual’ knowl-
edge.”16 He put the problem plainly:

When a statute specifically requires knowl-
edge as an element of a crime, however, the 
substitution of some other state of mind can-
not be justified even if the court deems that 
both are equally blameworthy.17

Kennedy’s criticism strikes at the heart of the 
matter. Courts, legal commentators, and other 
proponents of broad criminalization typically jus-
tify the willful blindness doctrine on precisely such 
grounds: that those who are “willfully blind” are 
equally as culpable as those with actual knowledge. 
But as then-Judge Kennedy pointed out, the doc-
trine is unnecessary because knowledge is often 
proved using circumstantial evidence, and the law 
does not require proof to an absolute certainty.18 
The willful blindness doctrine invites a jury to 
infer, after the fact, that an accused “should have 
known” and to conclude that the government has 
carried its burden even though the statute requires 

“knowledge.”

Together with his dissent in Jewell, Justice Ken-
nedy’s dissent in Global-Tech holds promise. In an 
appropriate case down the road, Kennedy could 
lead the Court to reconsider how the “willful blind-
ness” doctrine erodes the criminal-intent safeguards 
in federal law.19

Criminal Intent: An Essential Protection. No 
person should be punished as a criminal unless 
government prosecutors prove that he intention-
ally engaged in inherently wrongful conduct (such 
as murder, rape, robbery, theft, or embezzlement) 
or knew that what he was doing was unlawful. 
Punishing as criminals those whom prosecutors 
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decide—after the fact—“should have known” that 
their conduct was unlawful is a misuse of criminal 
law. This is true even if courts and prosecutors do so 
relying on a doctrine whose name makes the defen-
dant sound guilty. Hopefully, Justice Kennedy will 

open other justices’ eyes to the dangers and injus-
tices of the “willful blindness” doctrine.
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